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Textile Designer: Cath Kidson

Cath Kidson creates designs that are child-like, homely and adorable. These designs are then
used to develop packaging for products such as creams and lip balm… Cath also has a line of
fashion and homeware such as clothing, accessories and bedding, etc.
Cath Kidson is my favourite textile designer as her artwork automatically makes me want to own
her products and her designs are tied directly to her, one look and I can tell that it is one of her
creations. Her style of art is consistent resulting in her being noticed and recognised.

Ceramics: Anna Whitehouse

Anna Whitehouse creates delicate, intricate, textured, beautiful ceramic pieces and I am in awe
of her talent. She is a skilled artist to be able to work with clay in the way that she does to create



smooth and defined shapes and details. With the colours of her ceramic designs, it allows the
detailing to be the main focus. She has found a balance that works wonderfully, enough detail to
leave people in awe but not too much that it stops being delicate. Her creations are timeless and
breathtaking.

Fashion Designer: Vivienne Westwood

Vivienne Westwood creates designs that are mostly eccentric and statement pieces. Her
designs are edgy, scandalous and androgynous. Her clothing line consists of patterns that are
eye catching, grunge and impactful. She is a well respected fashion designer and is held in high
regard in the industry. Her clothing is seen worn by A-list celebrities on the red carpet, at events
and on their “off- duty” looks. When I see her clothing worn by celebrities or at her fashion
shows, I am struck by her designs. They are very creative and innovative.

Textile Artist: Anni Albers

Anni Albers works with grid formations mostly in her work and
uses complementary colours to create her soft designs. Looking
through her designs, Anni seems to be a safe artist. She has
found her style and knows what works for her. Her designs are
pleasant and consistent. The photo that I have used as an
example for her work stuck out to me as it was different to her
other work. This is very experimental in comparison to others.
The face stands out but also works beautifully with the chosen
colours for the background. After creating a weave design myself
and using embroidering for the first time in this segment, I have a
lot of respect for her through this design as it is simplicit but also
incredibly smart and challenging to pull off.


